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PARIS GALAXIES  
A VISION FOR THE GREATER PARIS 

www.parisgalaxies.net 
 

An experimental art-based urban research project 
(2008-2014) 

 
Developed by the Laboratoire d'Ingénierie d'Idées (Idea Engineering Lab - 
www.liid.fr) with Institute ACTE (Art, Creation, Theory, Esthetics) at Paris 1 
- Sorbonne University, the Paris College of Art (ex-Parsons School Paris), 

and the City of Paris (Paris 2030 future research program). 
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GOODWILL creative ecosystem, installation, Meymac Art Center, 2003. 
Application of immaterial economy concepts to Art practices, as a new generation 
of conceptual art, and as a broader vision of economy as part of culture. 
http://goodwill.is.not.free.fr 
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LIID, an art-based research lab focusing on the concept of "aesthetic 
intelligence" (to couple form&content i.e material&immaterial i.e ideas&practices), 
exploring the aesthetic dimension of organizations (companies, cities, 
universities, etc.), and designing innovative future vision. 

www.liid.fr 
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"Paris Galaxies, a vision for the Greater Paris", April 2013. 
"Cities Methodologies", a pioneering trans-disciplinary research event 
and exhibition at UCL (University College London) Urban Lab. 
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"Paris Galaxies, a vision for the Greater Paris", site-specific installation linking 
and staging five diagrams, Slade Research Center gallery. 
"Cities Methodologies", Urban Lab, UCL, April 2013. 
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Table diagram : Timeline showing the history of Paris Galaxies project as part of 
an on-going and broader art-based research  (PIIMS, LIID, etc.), and continuing a 
real-life political action (local election in Paris 3rd arrondissement). 
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"Bulle Poético-Spéculation / Poetico-Speculative Sphere",  
Paris Project Room, 2001. PIIMS (image architecture lab) – www.piims.fr 
An artwork that brought the idea to see Global Cities as galaxies or constellations. 
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"Les Mots du Ciel" : cognitive layer behind Paris Galaxies' conceptual model : holistic 
and dynamic complex system / evolving multi-criteria multi-polarity / tangible, digital 
and intangible mapping / black holes / poetic fascination / reshaping Hausmann core 
urban structures / reinventing the City of Lights / future projection screen / etc.. 
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Paris Galaxies revives the glitter 
of its past grandeur,

Stirring the tipsy emotions of 
an inventive Art World Capital,

Morphed into a vast intelligent city, 
enlightened and festive,

Creative and connected, in which 
each neighborhood has its own story.

Paris Galaxies, expansive and interlaced, 
luminescent fabric,

Composed of bright, colorful 
layers and filaments,

Blows up the concentrated energy 
of a “Paris, City of Lights”

Eclipsing its periphery like a ancient 
and dated solar system,

Paris Galaxies, highlighting relations, 
exchanges and affinities,

Distance or kinship of heart and spirit 
between its neighborhoods,

Forming the cluster of a galaxy, 
like a moving patchwork of eclectic patterns,

While revealing recurring themes 
and urban profiles.

Paris Galaxies, a mundus imaginalis, 
a visual and mental figure,
Of multipolar and complex 

megalopolises,
All elements dynamic 
and interdependent,

Sprawling beyond their territory 
to form a World-City.

Paris Galaxies, a pulsating screen 
on which to project our dreams,

Like the cosmos host to our fantasies
since the beginning of time,

The mark of a pervasive urban game 
where imagination leads beyond reality,

Exploring infinite possibilities 
and visions of the future.

Paris, the Etoile, it’s star shaped plazas, 
its gateways and public places

The fabric of its Grand Boulevards, 
Maréchaux, and cardinal axes,

Linking a thousand and one crossroads 
of the Greater Paris galaxy,

Like a cryptic and psycho-geographic 
map of the cosmos.

Paris Galaxies, an urban constellation 
impossible to embrace,

Preserving its mysteries and memories, 
within the secret of its invisible matter,

Like a palimpsest set 
to to reappear and blossom,

Exhalting the imagination to become a fertile
ground for all our shared projects...

Paris Galaxies, a conceptual model 
spatializing the zenithal map,

Representing the rich but 
less visible layers of the city,
Its life, culture and customs, 
its economy and mindset,

Its history and governance,
its future programs and dreams.

Paris Galaxies, a holistic vision of the 
augmented city, infinite, metaphysical,

Interweaving territories, virtual and 
symbolic, material and intangible,

Uniting the metropolis to its satellites 
and faraway outposts,

Revealing the aura of the Global City 
in the Cloud nebula.

Paris Galaxies, the intelligent metropolis, 
mixed, expressive and sensitive,

Reveals the poetic personality of the city, 
emancipated from its standards,

From the uptight cosmetic obsessions 
of its ancient boroughs,

To the concrete spectacle 
of its urban renewal programs.

PARIS GALAXIES



POPULATION and PERIMETER : undefined  
- Paris intra-muros : 2,5mln inhabitants 
- Grand Paris : 8 or 11mln according to the chosen perimeter (eventually going until Le Havre). 
 
GOVERNANCE : the untouchable "Mille-Feuilles" 
- Paris is a municipality and a department. 
- The rest is more than 1300 small municipalities (some gathered as "intercommunalités"), 
organized in 6 departments around Paris (some including vast rural areas). 
- The 7 departments are under the umbrella of the Ile-de-France Region. 
-  The French State also takes direct initiatives. 

IDENTITY, URBAN PROGRAM and SOCIAL LIFE : the historical drama 
- The Boulevard Périphérique around Paris is a dramatic physical and psychological barrier. 
- Paris and its suburbs have radically different life-styles, economic/cultural/social/educational 
equations, symbolic identity, and global resonance.  This creates a lot of inequalities too. 
 
Making the Grand Paris requires to shape a new conceptual and imaginary vision of the 
metropolis to escape traditional, technocratic (top-down) or purely functional urban planning 
that do not solve the symbolic and political blockage. 
A new common ground need to be envisioned, whether it is in the mind of Parisians or 
suburban residents, and subsequently of visitors (tourists, students, workers, investors). 
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Back to earth : few data to understand the 
critical challenge to "make" the Grand Paris 
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Paris Galaxies methodological diagram, inspired by astrophysics observation and 
representation methods, to understand urban complexity and design future vision. 
See article in Parsons Journal for Information Mapping, Volume 4, Issue 1, Jan 2012. 
http://piim.newschool.edu/journal/issues/2012/01/index.php 



Paris Galaxies logo : a red-blue-white Eiffel Tower, "cracked-up" and semi-hidden 
in a multicolor (pop)star (Paris is the most visited city in the world), 
Paris Galaxies value system : History and Diversity as the two pillars; Intelligence, 
Creation, Elegance, Solidarity and Environment as collective aspirations. 
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"Paris Galaxies Road Map" : Paris Galaxies 1.0 (2008-09), Paris Galaxies 2.0 (2011-12) 
with Parsons School Paris, and Paris Galaxies 3.0 with ACTE Institute, Paris College of 
Art, and Paris 2030 research grant (City of Paris). 
Final goal : to design a future urban planning tool and federate a creative community. 

“Paris Galaxie Inc.: a Conceptual Model
and Holistic Strategy toward Envisioning
Urban Development”, Parsons Journal
For Information Mapping, Volume 4,
Issue 1, New York, 2012.

“Cities of Tomorrow”,
creative urban portrait
workshops, Paris College
of Art, 2012.

“Paris Galaxie Inc: Scénario alter-
natif et non conventionel pour le
Grand Paris” (free contribution)
www.parisgalaxie.blogspot.com, 
Paris, july 2008.
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“Paris Galaxies 2.0, a vision for
the Grand Paris, research exhi-
bition, “Scaling Up” Design
Symposium, Sorbonne & PCA,
Paris 2012.

Paris Galaxies 3.0: Collaborative
Creative Research Process with
Sorbonne, PCA, UCL Urban Lab,
and other local partners...
2013-14

Paris 2030 due result: Design of
“Paris Galaxies: a  Urban Fu-
ture Toolkit” including a palette
of possible urban profiles,
Paris, 2014.

“Paris Galaxies, a vision for the Grand
Paris” (hosted by ACTE Institute, Sorbonne
University & PCA Rsearch Dpt), awarded
the Paris 2030 research grant by the City
of Paris, 2012-14.

“Paris Galaxies, a vision
for the Grand Paris”,
Collection Review,
Paris, 2013.

EXTRACTS (in French):

- Encourager de nouveaux usages ci-

toyens permettant de s’approprier le

Grand Paris, tels que dire “J’habite

Paris-Bondy, Paris-St Denis, Paris-

Neuilly, Paris-Nanterre, etc.”, dans le

prolongement des noms des universi-

tés ou de Paris-La Défense.

- Incorporer ou transformer les syndi-

cats existants en sociétés de mutuali-

sations, les fonctions vitales de l’aire

métropolitaine par domaine de métier

(logement social, transport, eau, etc.),

et en respectant la représentation dé-

mocratique (chaque commune a un

droit de vote proportionnel à son nom-

bre d’habitants).
- S’attaquer à la barrière physique et

psychologique du Périphérique, no-

tamment en fermant des sorties auto-

mobile pour recréer une vie piétonne.

- Transformer le Forum des Halles en

Forum du Grand Paris. 

- Thématiser par un mix stratégique

singularisé (combinant les pro-

grammes Éducation, Économie, Cul-

ture et Affaires Sociales), les quartiers

du Grand Paris dans le prolongement

des «quartiers de Paris», et ainsi des-

siner le patchwork urbain de la galaxie

grand-parisienne
- Créer une plateforme de recherche

créative et prospective pour recréer

un imaginaire urbain élargi : 
PARIS GALAXIE Inc.

PARIS GALAXIE 1.0 : FROM THE CITY OF LIGHT 

TO THE GRAND PARIS GALAXY

A HOLISTIC STRATEGY AND  A BOX OF IDEAS MIXING

FOUR APPROACHES (bottom-up, top-down, 

environmental/formal and programmatic/conceptual) 

ORGANIZED IN A METHODOLOGICAL MAP 

inspired by astrophysicians’ tools.
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"Paris Galaxies" students workshops, and research-exhibition at the Paris College of 
Art (ex-Parsons School Paris), as part of the Designers' Days 2012 and the 
Symposium "Scaling Up" (Art, Design and Economy) with Sorbonne University. 
See full article on www.parisgalaxies.net (+ abstract in Collection review / PCA) 
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"Paris Galaxies" students workshops, and research-exhibition at the Paris College 
of Art (ex-Parsons School Paris). 
Workshops method on 4 areas outside Paris : field/present observation, academic 
reporting, cultural and underground research of weak signals, creative/conceptual 
graphic portraying, branding potential and future story-telling. 
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION 
To follow the project:  www.parisgalaxies.net  

For more information: rbw@liid.fr 


